
Discover local specialities ...

Steinplatte is not only known for its stunning views and long list 
of outdoor-activities. It also offers a large selection of traditional 
restaurants and mountains huts that will leave your taste buds 
screaming with joy.  The hospitality among the restaurants is 
something very special! 

STALLENALM
Tyrolean home cooking at its best. The Stallenalm is a rustic 
mountain hut, which offers a large sundeck and is easily accessible 
from the Steinplatte parking lot. The hut is open from end of May 
through to October (depending on the weather) and is a lovely 
place to stop off on your visit. It is also a popular venue for 
weddings and other events throughout the summer. 

Telephone: +43(0)5353/5825      Owners: Zardini Family

BRENNHÜTTE
If you are looking for something a little more off the beaten path, 
then the Brennhütte is just the thing. The hut has been in operation 
for over 160 years and is known for their delicious, traditional 
home cooking. On a sunny day you can enjoy a delicious meal on 
their lovely sundeck. Open from Whitsunday until October, only 
when the weather is fine. 

Telephone: +43(0)6642224559      Owners: Riedelsprenger Family

MÖSERALM
This is one place you do not want to miss. If the stunning 
panoramic view from the sundeck doesn’t win you over, it 
will be the traditional home cooking. Located in the so-called 
„Dreiländereck“ where Tyrol, Salzburg and Bavaria meet, the 
hut is open all summer long. They are especially known for their 
homemade cakes. 
Closed on Mondays (except in August and September) 

Telephone: +43(0)5353/52473      Tenant: Weisleitner Family

PANORAMA RESTAURANT KAMMERKÖR
Something for everyone. Known for its stunning views from 
both the restaurant and the sundeck, the brand new Panorama 
Restaurant Kammerkör kitchen offers a large selection of meals, 
so even the pickiest of eaters will find something to their liking.  
Throughout the summer there are live music acts and thanks to 
its closeness to the gondola, it is easily accessible for wheelchairs 
and prams. 

Telephone: +43(0)5353/6316      
Owners: Agricultural Community Kammerkör

Perfect for climbing enthusiasts …

NOTE: 
You climb exclusively at your own risk and are responsible for your 
own safety. 
The routes are only for experienced climbers with the right equip-
ment, and sure-footedness and a head for heights are required! 

SCHUSTERGANGL  
(3 hours, 180 m altitude gain, difficulty C) 
A classic on Steinplatte, where you will be rewarded with beautiful 
panoramic views. You can get to the start of the via ferrata 
either by way of the Gamssteig or from the Grünwaldalm and 
Stallenalm. 

Access is via the marked path at the foot of the rock face. This 
route has some tight passages and some airier sections, but is 
medium difficulty level C, so it is suitable for beginners and 
families. The additional variant “Knieschladerer” is a little more 
airy and you can get back to the normal climb via a rope bridge. 
The route leads to the top of the Steinplatte.

GAMSSTEIG
(2 hours, 100 m altitude gain, difficulty C)
This trail leads directly from the Triassic Beach steeply downhill, 
and is mostly used as an approach path for the Schuastagangl 
climb. If you want to make a round trip, you can hike past the 
Stallenalm and Grünwaldalm along the rock face and come back 
around to Steinplatte.

You can find more information about the climbing routes under:
http://www.steinplatte.tirol/en/

Easy access by gondola
Just because you want to save your power for other things, it 
doesn’t mean you are lazy. At least not in our eyes! All of the bike 
tours described start at the bottom of the gondola in Waidring, 
which will take you and your bike up to the top of the mountain 
without any fuss. Once there, you can decide if you want to go for 
a tour around the Steinplatte plateau or get some wind in your 
hair and speed back down the mountain. 

WINKLMOOSALM – UNKEN
(ca. 5 hours, 35 km & 1000 m altitude gain)
At the top of the gondola, the tour starts off in the direction of 
Möseralm. The road is well prepared and you can expect a smooth 
ride. From Möseralm, follow the signs for the mountain bike route 

„Heutal“ that will take you on a 17 km forest road down to Unken. 
A beautiful bike path along the Saalach will take you to Lofer and 
over the Strub Pass back to the starting point at the base of the 
gondola in Waidring. 

MÖSERALM – REIT IM WINKL
(ca. 3 hours, 35 km & 1000 m altitude gain) 
A comfortable 3-hour ride along wide, relaxed forest roads. The 
first part takes you past Kammerköralm down to Möseralm and a 
good 4 km in the direction of Unken. At the Tanzanger crossing, 
go left for about 2 km to reach the Winklmoosalm. The tour 
continues on a mountain road to Reit im Winkl, from where you 
go past Erpfendorf in order to return to the base of the gondola 
in Waidring. 

MÖSERALM – LOFER
(ca. 4 hours, 22 km & 800m altitude gain) 
For slightly more experienced bikers, we suggest the bike route 
that takes you to Loferer Alm. The tour goes past the base of the 
Bäreck lift, up on the Schwarzenberg and through rustic forests. 
On the tour you will be met with a lovely 2 km uphill to really get 
the juices flowing. Once you have tackled that, the rest of the way 
is smooth sailing; 9 km downhill on wide mountain roads that take 
you to Lofer and onto the bike path over the Sturb Pass back to 
Waidring. 

Beautiful hiking trails and panoramas

1. TRIASSIC TRAIL (ca. 2 hours) 
If you are looking for an adventure, this is the trail for you. 
Scattered throughout the mountainous landscape are life-size 
dinosaurs waiting to be discovered. The hike starts at the Triassic 
park and takes you up to the panoramic viewing platform. From 
here you can enjoy the beautiful view which includes Steinplatte, 
the mountain range “Loferer Steinberge”, the Hohe Tauern, the 
Kitzbühel and the Zillertaler Alps and even the impressive Wilder 
Kaiser. The trail continues on past the Plattenkogel reservoir 
and takes you along an informative route all the way up to the 
Steinplatte summit. 
The way back takes you down below the „Plattenkogel“ to the Red 
Wall and back to where you started. 

2. STALLENALM – GRÜNWALDALM (ca. 2 hours)
This trail begins at the top of the Steinplatte gondola. From here, 
you walk about 30 minutes downhill past the „Jägerkapelle“ 
and on to the Stallenalm. The Stallenalm’s large sundrenched 
terrace is the perfect place to stop off for some refreshments. The 
path then continues on to Grünwaldalm and back around to the 
„Körersteig“ crossing. Take the path above the Stallenalm back to 
the gondola station. 

3. STALLENALM – WINKLMOOSALM – SCHWARZLOFER-
ALM – MÖSERALM (ca. 4 hours)
A slightly longer hike, this tour takes you from the gondola, past 
the Stallenalm and onto the Höhenstrasse on Steinplatte. From 
here you get a beautiful tour of the surrounding landscape 
past the Schwarzloferalm, Eibenstockhütte and Winklmoosalm. 
Heading back you have two options: either past the Muckklause 
or over the Rossfeld past the Möseralm guesthouse. Both routes 
take you safely back to the gondola. 

4. FELLHORN (ca. 6 hours) 
A day tour with exceptionally stunning scenery. Once past the 
Stallenalm and the parkinglot at Höhenstrasse, take the nature 
trail that leads to the Brennhütte. A little further on you will pass 
the Eggenalm (Alpengasthof Straubingerhaus) and from there 
you continue left to reach the Fellhorn summit. Once you’re done 
taking in the breathtaking landscape, head back to the gondola 
the same way you came! 

5. WIESLOCHSTEIG  (ca. 3 ½  hours)
To get to the starting point you have to take the path past the 
Stallenalm and Grünwaldalm along the lower path to the 
intersection “Kopfkrax”. Here the trail branches off to the left 
and past beautiful viewpoints you have the possibility to choose 
between an easier and a more difficult trail, both of which lead to 
the top of Steinplatte.

VIA FERRATAS

HIKING FOOD & DRINKS

MOUNTAINBIKE TOURS THE VIEWING MOUNTAIN 
IN PILLERSEETAL

Bergbahn Pillersee Ges.m.b.H, Buchenstein 13, 6393 St. Ulrich a. P.,
Tel.: +43.5354.77077, Fax: +43.5354.88790, 

E-Mail: office@bergbahn-pillersee.com, www.jakobskreuz.at

THE JAKOBSKREUZ
• Location at 1456 m altitude on the summit 
  of the BUCHENSTEINWAND.
• Height: 29.60 m.
• 4 viewing and exhibition rooms.
• 4 viewing platforms above the rooms, 
  around 22 m in height
• 1 Panorama viewing platform at the highest point 
  of the cross, around 28 m in height.
• Rooms and viewing platforms are available 
  to hire on an individual basis.

OPERATING TIMES • 2019 •from 19th April to3rd November 9am – 5pm

BERGBAHN PILLERSEE

Die Buchensteinwand
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Climbing Paradise  
As the only dry reef in Europe, Steinplatte offers unparalleled 
climbing adventures thanks to the unique quality of the rock at 
hand. 
Boasting more than 7 kilometers worth of routes and a rock 
height of up to 250 meters, there are over 100 climbing routes 
in the area around Steinplatte. You will find routes with difficulty 
level 5a up to 8c, single rope lengths and multi rope length tours, 
something suitable for beginners to professionals and routes 
fitting for any time of the year from spring to autumn. Overall, 
the area is considered to be one of the top climbing regions in 
Central Europe.
From the Waidringer Steinplatte, to Wiesloch, Wemeteigen, 
Schwollwand, Sonnwand, Tanzboden and Urlkopf to Lachfeld-
kopf, located in Salzburg, Steinplatte offers excellent climbing 
opportunities.

Climbing possibilities for families...
In addition to the children’s climbing wall in the Triassic Park, the 
“winter garden” is a great climbing garden for all families and 
beginners. 

All climbing routes can be reached comfortably with the gondola 
or via the parkinglot of the Höhenstraße Steinplatte.

CLIMBING



www.steinplatte.tirol 

EN

200 million
years of fun.

summer info 2019

open: 08.06. – 06.10.2019 from 9 am till 4:45 pm

Kitzbüheler Alpen Sommer Card

Your ticket to all 36 summer gondolas in
the Kitzbüheler Alps.

The Summer Card is available with bus usage. 
Valid guest cards: Tourism association Kitzbüheler Alpen, 
Kaiserwinkl
Detailed information at www.sommer-card.at

General Terms of Carriage:
Youth: Born 2003 - 2001      
Children: Born 2014 - 2004
Toddlers: Born 2015 and later FREE!

Preise und Betriebszeiten

Open daily from 8th of June until the 6th of October 2019
Continuously from 9 AM to 4:45 PM

Childrens fare: Born 2014 to 2004
Youth fare: Born 2003, 2002 und 2001
Seniors over 65 years of age
Toddlers: Born 2015 or later ride free! 

3 Länder Freizeit Arena

We are a partner of the “3 Länder Freizeit 
Arena”. Special offers also in summer – 
the year-pass is valid from 1st of May 2019 
to April 2020.
More information at: www.3laenderfreizeitarena.com

Pillerseetalcard

The entire PillerseeTal region in one 
all-inclusive card! 

3 gondolas: Fieberbrunn, Steinplatte, Pillersee/Buchen-
steinwand, lakes and swimming pools, Familienland 
amusement park, regional bus use and Tatzi Club activity 
programme for children 

NEW: Autumn Special, valid from 14.09.2019.

Dive straight into the fascinating pre-historic underwater 
world of the primordial sea of Thethys. 
Already at the bottom station of the gondola all kids are 
given a fun, interactive research handbook, and then the
underwater gondola takes you up to the top of Steinplatte 
and once you’ve reached the top, you’re ready to get 
started!

The action goes on at the Triassic Center at an area of 
400 m2. You get to know extinct marine reptiles and other 
ancient animals that lived around the Steinplatte. You 
will find dinosaurs and amazing information about the 
inhabitants of the Permian and Triassic periods. For young-
sters and adults alike, the Researchers’ Camp is about get-
ting your hands dirty: you can, for example, learn how to 
determine the age of fossils.

On the Triassic Trail the real adventure begins: 
the primeval times are not discovered with the help 
of books, but through your own exploration. Climb, 
crawl, and play - all whilst learning. On the approx. 4 km 
long exploration tour you can hike up to the top of the 
Steinplatte. Discover life-size dinosaurs such as the 
Tyrannosaurus Rex, the Triceratops, the Maiasaura and 
many more. Past the lower reservoir you will find many 
other discoveries just waiting to be found. 

Those who make it to the top can visit Fischer’s Coral 
Garden, where you can discover the past and find fossil-
ized corals from a time when the primordial sea Thethys 
ruled Waidring. 

At the highest located beach in the Alps, parents can relax 
while children explore further: try the huge 30-meter-long 
Dino tube slide, attempt the children’s climbing wall or dig 
for Dino skeletons or fossilized ammonites. The Triassic 
Beach is where you will find our children’s entertainment 
area, where an exciting and fun-filled program is offered 
daily.
The low ropes course, known as the Training Camp, is 
guaranteed fun for all ages.  Equipped with a tunnel slide, 
tree stems, ropes and a climbing wall, it’s a great place to 
practice balance, dexterity, strength and even a little bit of 
courage. 

At the new drip stone cave  you can find interesting details 
about the stone layers and you can discover stalactites 
and stalagmites.

Our highlight, the viewing platform adds a whole new lev-
el to the stunning panorama seen from Steinplatte. The fan 
coral shaped platform floats 70 meters above ground and 
provides a clear view of the landscape below. 

A journey into a forgotten world!
The entrance to the park is free!
Can be visited in any weather and suitable for wheel-
chairs and prams. 

Come in close contact with marine reptiles and other 
beings from a time over 200 million years ago. A journey 
into a forgotten world.

For more information visit: www.triassicpark.at/en or 
Facebook, Instagram and Youtube.

Valid Adults Youth Children

2 days € 51,00 € 38,50 € 25,50

with guest card € 48,50 € 36,50 € 24,00

3 days € 58,00 € 43,50 € 29,00

with guest card € 55,00 € 41,50 € 27,50

4 days € 63,50 € 47,50 € 32,00

with guest card € 60,50 € 45,00 € 30,50

5 days € 71,50 € 53,50 € 36,00

with guest card € 68,00 € 51,00 € 34,00

6 days € 77,00 € 58,00 € 38,50

with guest card € 73,00 € 55,00 € 36,50

7 days € 81,50 € 61,00 € 41,00

with guest card € 77,50 € 58,00 € 39,00

8 days * € 86,50 € 65,00 € 43,50

with guest card € 82,00 € 62,00 € 41,50

9 days * € 91,50 € 68,50 € 46,00

with guest card € 87,00 € 65,00 € 43,50

10 days * € 97,00 € 73,00 € 48,50

with guest card € 92,00 € 69,50 € 46,00

Seasonpass * € 244,00 € 183,00 € 122,00

* with photo                                                          KeyCard: € 2,00

With guest card Adults Children

4 days € 50,00 € 26,00

6 days € 60,00 € 31,00

Without guest card Adults Children

4 days € 70,00 € 35,00

6 days € 80,00 € 40,00

Mountain and 
valley ride Adults Seniors /

Youth Children

Standard € 20,00 € 17,50 € 10,50

Guest card € 18,50 € 16,50 € 10,00

Group
20 or more persons

€ 18,50 - € 10,00

Mountain and 
valley ride 

Parents 
with 1 child

Parents 
with 2 or more children 

Family  € 47,00 € 57,00

Mountain ride Adults Children

Fare with bike € 14,00 € 7,00

3 Länder Freizeit-Arena

PillerseeTal Card

Kitzbüheler Alpen Sommer Card

Prices & Operating times Steinplatte

Gondola
Steinplatte
Waidring

Restaurant

TRIASSIC TRAIL

TRIASSIC BEACH

Entrance

TRIASSIC TRAIL

VIEWING PLATFORM

TRIASSIC TRAIL

Fischers Coral Garden
Summit Cross Steinplatte
Upper Reservoir Pond

TRIASSIC CENTER

Researchers’ Camp

Low ropes course

Info / Shop

Rest area

Station Triassic Trail

Permian Room

Triassic Room

Cinema

Dinosaur

Dinosaur with sound

Children’s program

Fossil search

Digging Station

Dinosaur Slide

Dripstone Cave

Bergbahnen Steinplatte · Alpegg 10 · A-6384 Waidring
Phone: +43 (0)5353/ 53  30 - 0 · Mail: office@steinplatte.co.at

Alpin emergency call 140, Int. emergency call 112 
www.steinplatte.tirol ·

#steinplatte #triassicpark

TRIASSIC CENTER TRIASSIC TRAIL TRIASSIC BEACH VIEWING PLATFORM

PRICE & DIRECTIONS




